Comparison of two physical activity questionnaires, with a diary, for assessing physical activity in an elderly population.
Measurement of physical activity in epidemiological studies is usually achieved by means of a questionnaire. Little work has been done to determine which questionnaire format has greater validity in an elderly population. In this study of elderly subjects, physical activity as reported in two self-administered questionnaires (A and B), which differed in format and length, were compared to activity reported in a 4 day diary. As compared with the diary, moderate/heavy activity was more accurately reported in Questionnaire A (mean difference 5 min), the longer more detailed questionnaire, than B (mean difference 170 min). Light activity was under reported in Questionnaire A (mean difference 68 min) and over reported in B (mean difference 88 min) as compared with the diary. In contrast, time spent sitting was more accurately reported in Questionnaire B (mean difference 40 min) than in A (mean difference 230 min) as compared with the diary. The longer more detailed questionnaire was the more accurate instrument for assessing moderate/heavy activity in this elderly population. The shorter questionnaire was more accurate for assessing time spent sitting.